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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates the feasibility of enhancing
vehicle handling qualities in a helicopter velocity control
system through the use of attitude feedback cues to the pilot.
These cues are provided through a velocity controller whose
stick force characteristics are programmed as a function of
pitch attitude and pitch rate. The non- linear dynamics of
such a control stick are linearized for system analysis and
design. Preliminary analog verification is followed by system
testing on a hybrid simulation of a tandem-rotor helicopter
through a fixed-base cockpit installation to complete the
pilot/vehicle interface. The results of various control tasks
indicate that both handling quality opinion and mean-square
performance criteria are considerably improved through the
use of attitude-dependent force-feel characteristics in the
controller.
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In recent years, as the helicopter and other V/STOL air-
craft have moved to assume an increasingly important role in
both the military and domestic environments, the systems tech-
nology relating to such vehicles has, of necessity, shown
proportionate advances in sophistication, versatility and reli-
ability. Considerable research and development has been under-
taken in the control of these vehicles , and one of the more
current evolutions is the direct velocity controller for heli-
copters, whereby control stick displacement commands vehicle
velocity rather than cyclic pitch. Related studies have in-
dicated that not only is such a fly-by-wire flight control
system a requisite step in fully exploiting the potential of
VTOL aircraft , but that encouraging improvement in flight path
2
control has accompanied the use of such a system .
While pitching motion is "one step removed" from the
pilot's direct control in a longitudinal velocity control sys-
tem, it is still a requisite action for translational velocity
changes in a helicopter, since the rotor thrust vector must be
reoriented. In addition to leaving the realm of direct control
of vehicle attitude, the pilot has also lost one of his key
cues to that attitude, in that control stick force and dis-
placement are now correlated with velocity. In hopes of
eliminating this deficiency and concurrently enhancing the
handling qualities of the helicopter, the present study will
investigate the use of a velocity controller whose displace -
ment will continue to command velocity, but whose stick-force
characteristics can be programmed as a function of any measur-
able signal in general, and some combination of stick dis-
placement and vehicle attitude (and their derivatives) in
particular.
Varying the spring stiffness of the control stick as a
function of the pitch angle of the vehicle results in non-
linear stick dynamics (products of pitch angles and stick
displacements) . When coupled to the longitudinal response
mode of the helicopter, this yields a highly complex system.
Hence, the initial analysis will deal with a simplified heli-
copter representation (mass and inertia) in order to investi-
gate feasible linearization schemes for the control stick
dynamics
.
This analysis , as well as a description of the total
system, is presented in the following chapter. Chapter III
reflects the incorporation of actual helicopter dynamics, the
ensuing problems, and the design and optimization of compen-
sation to restore system performance to a desirable level.
10
The fourth chapter describes the experimental test apparatus--
the fixed-base cockpit installation, the hybrid helicopter
simulation, and the programmable control stick-- employed as
a test vehicle. Chapter V deals with the preparations for,
the conduct of, and the results of several independent tests
of system performance, both with and without the programmable
control stick characteristics. The final chapter presents
the conclusions drawn from this work and recommendations for
future study.
Not evident in the text of this thesis, but a dominant
influence on its ultimate outcome, was the integration of this
work into the schedule of an active engineering group. The
considerations involved in the liaison between student research
and the priorities of a group project was enlightening and,
at times, frustrating. This interface is discussed in greater
detail in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER II
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND INITIAL SPECIFICATIONS
2.1 Introduction
The material presented in this chapter is designed to ac-
quaint the reader with the purpose of velocity control systems
and the considerations involved in applying pitch-related force
feedback to the control stick providing the inputs to such a
system. Several simpliying assumptions will be made at this
time in order to attack the problem on a manageable level, but
in subsequent chapters these constraints will be relaxed.
While it is self-evident that helicopters, through their
low-speed and hovering capability, offer a distinct advantage
over conventional aircraft for various civilian and military
applications, this advantage has not always been exploited to
the fullest. The prime reason for such shortcomings lies in
the inherently poor handling qualities of helicopters, partic-
ularly in the low-speed (including hover) flight regime. The
problem is further complicated by the variable nature of veh-
icle dynamics with changing flight conditions.
Longitudinal velocity control systems, which include pitch
attitude control and altitude control subsystems, have been
developed to free the pilot from portions of the stabilization
tasks in the aircraft, thereby allowing him to devote a greater
percentage of his time to more basic missions, such as flight
12
path control or the performance of required maneuvers. If
ground speed is the controlled quantity, as is usually the
case for low-speed flight, it is evident that a precise hover
can be maintained by merely positioning the control stick in
the null position. And if vertical velocity is also directly
controlled, an instrument approach glide slope can conceptual-
ly be intercepted and tracked more readily than performing the
approach with conventional attitude control maneuvering.
Using a programmable control stick rather than one with
conventional spring stiffness and damping has shown to be ef-
3fective in improving handling qualities in several experiments.
A functional diagram of the basic elements involved in such a
controller is shown in Figure 2.1, where the input errors to
the pilot are either displayed directly or deduced by the pilot
by comparing desired and actual outputs of the system. In that
the control stick displacement must correspond directly to the
commanded velocity, it cannot also provide attitude cues. But
the control stick force is under no such constraint, and is
available as a free parameter to the designer. By providing a
perceptible attitude cue to the pilot through stick force, his
neuromuscular mechanisms may interpret this cue in a profitable
way so as to modify his performance and hopefully improve the



















2.2 Horizontal X-Axis Velocity Control System
The horizontal x-axis velocity control system (XVCS) to
be studied is commanded directly by control stick displacements,
Figure 2.2 shows the basic elements of the system under consid-
eration, where PACS represents the Pitch Attitude Control
System. The most significant simplification to be made at this
time is the treatment of the helicopter as a pure mass and
inertia. This means the PACS will be considered unity, and
the helicopter pitch angle (E) is identically equal to the com-
manded pitch angle (E ) at all times. Additionally, the heli-
copter will be treated as an integrator with respect to achiev-
ing its forward velocity (V ) from pitch angle. That is,
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Note that S. . is a negative quantity since, by con-
' c
vention, forward velocity is positive while nose-down pitch is
negative. Assigning the convention that forward control stick
displacement (P ) is positive, the sensitivity S ,_, . .
A, c
positive. This then gives a positive gain system from stick
displacement to x- velocity:
G (P V ) = S (P V )
X, X x, X
1 + x
vp (2.2.5)
This portion of the system, under the simplifying assumptions
stated, behaves as a simple gain and lag.
2.3 Linearization of the Control Stick Dynamics
Beginning with the basic equation of motion for a displaced
control stick with negligible inertia forces
,
cP + kP = F (2.3.1)
x x p
where c = damping force coefficient
k = force centering gradient
F = pilot-applied force.
ir
To incorporate pitch information, the force centering gradient,
or spring "stiffness", is set equal to some steady-state value
plus a signal proportional to the pitch angle:
cP + (k + S E)P v = F^ (2.3.2)X O ]<• x p
17
where S, = static sensitivity relating pitch angle to
spring stiffness.
The non-linearity in the problem, EP
, is now evident. A
more subtle problem concerns the net sign of this product. A
forward (positive) force by the pilot will substantially result
in a positive stick displacement and a negative pitch angle.
With S, negative, this portion of the stick force gradient is
stabilizing. But for a similar negative force by the pilot,
both P and E will be opposite in sense, but their product will
remain negative, thereby contributing a destabilizing effect.
This situation can be remedied by considering the absolute
value of one of the signals. The most frequently encountered
commands from the pilot involve essentially one-sided stick
displacements. The pitch attitude, however, might experience
a sign reversal during a maneuver to counter any undesired vel-
ocity build-up. If only the magnitude of the pitch angle were
considered, the pilot would be provided with an erroneous force
cue as the vehicle pitched through its trim position. This
reason, coupled with the fact that the desired stick-force cue
should correlate well with the pitch attitude, led to the de-
cision to use, instead, E|P | for the non-linear term. This
decision was further substantiated by analog simulation of the
system with numerous force inputs. Pitch reversals occurred
frequently if the control stick returned to or near its trim
position, but only on rare occasions did the control stick ac-
tually pass through its trim position, which would cause a sign
18
change in P
. This absolute value requirement is circumvented
by the linearization process outlined in subsequent pages, but
it is imperative that the treatment described above be applied
to any analysis or actual use of the "real" (non-linear) system.
To linearize, begin with Equation (2.3.2), and let the
coupled terms be replaced by
E = E + AE
o
P = P + APXX X
o
(2.3.3)
where E and P are constant nominal values of pitch and con-
o x r
o
trol stick displacement which will provide linear system per-
formance matching non-linear performance as closely as possible
in the maneuvering region of interest. The resulting equation,
dropping the A's for notational simplicity, is:
cP +kP +kP +S,EP
x ox ox kox_
o o
+ (S, E P + S,P E + S,P E) = F^kox kx kx p
o
(2.3.4)
Trimming out the fixed term forces and representing the three
terms in parentheses by only the first two such terms, the eq-
uation is now linear:
cP + (k + S, E )P + (S,P )E = F^ (2.3.5)
x o kox k x p
While this method of linearization was found suitable for
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the problem under study, its general applicability is doubt-
ful. The selection of fixed values for E and P is, in
o x
o
effect, incorporating the absolute value requirements of the
non-linear system, as discussed earlier. For a problem in
which the signs of the coupled terms are not directly cor-
related, it is questionable if nominal values of these para-
meters could be found which would provide acceptable response
characteristics of the linearized system. There appears no
reason, however, why this linearization scheme would not be
generally applicable to problems in which a sign correlation
existed similar to that under study or if the coupled variables
did not change sign.
2.4 Selection of System Parameters
Two sets of parameters must be determined at this stage,
the first being the system parameters and the second being the
nominal values of E and P to satisfy the linearization ofox J
o
the previous section. The system parameters, in addition to
meeting certain physical constraints, should also provide de-
sirable, or at least acceptable, vehicle handling qualities.
But these handling qualities are highly subjective, being based
primarily on pilot opinion. Cooper has had the most notable
success in attempting to quantify pilot opinion, but his tech-
nique is "after the fact", and of little help to the designer.
The Armed Forces has published a valuable design aid in the form
5
of a document specifying various flying qualities, flight
20
envelopes, flight phases, failure modes, and other related
criteria for conventional military aircraft. A similar pub-
lication is being prepared for V/STOL aircraft (including
helicopters), but is not yet available.
This leaves the selection of certain system parameters in
the subjective realm, particularly those relating to control
stick dynamics. Selecting a particular vehicle and control
system will establish a number of the parameters in question.
Due to the anticipated availability of a fixed-base hybrid sim-
ulation of the CH-46C tandem-rotor helicopter, representative
characteristics of that simulation were employed. These were:





S (V,E ) = -0.860 degree = -0.015 radian .
c feet/second feet/second
Using an armrest-mounted controller in lieu of the conventional
floor-mounted control stick, test pilots in the actual helicop-
ter determined that vehicle handling qualities were best for
non-programmable stick dynamics of
c = damping force coefficient = 0.778 pound
inch/second
k = force centering gradient = 0.973 pound •
inch
The damping force coefficient will be retained at this nominal
value. Noting that Jamieson 3 found better overall performance
21
with higher than nominal "stiffness" in the low-speed range,




S, =-0.20 pound/inch =-11.46 pounds/inch
degree radian
These values represent the subjective "optimum" based on analog
simulation of the system with various values of k and S, .ok
This simulation, shown conceptually in Figure 2.3, in
which scaling and certain sign changes are not explicitly
shown, was also used in the selection of E and P . Numerous
o x
o
test inputs (- F_/c) were applied to the system and the re-
sultant pitch angles, stick displacements and time integrals
were observed, recorded and processed to determine preliminary
values of E and P . These values were then used in a simu-
o x
o
lation of the linearized system (Figure 2.4), which was run
simultaneously with the non-linear system under identical in-
puts to allow accurate and detailed comparison. Only slight
modifications of the preliminary values were needed to provide
a reasonably close approximation of the non-linear system by
the linearized system. Figure 2.5 shows representative re-
sults of a typical pitching maneuver for the selected nominal
values of
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TIME RESPONSE OF THE IDEALIZED SYSTEMS
FIGURE 2.5
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In this figure the pitch axis is drawn with negative (nose-
down) pitch angles up, in order to show more clearly the cor-
relation between attitude and pilot force. The phenomenon
described in Section 2.3 is clearly evident for this partic-
ular maneuver, as the vehicle pitches up slightly after its
initial nose-down response, in order to return to the trim
velocity. The control stick, however, does not pass through
its trim position.
In selecting these nominal values, primary emphasis was
placed on matching responses for typical pitching maneuvers a
pilot might desire for visual observation purposes. This cri-
terion was weighted most heavily for two reasons. It was felt
that pitch feedback cues would be especially helpful if the
pilot were trying to command a pitch maneuver. Also, response
matching under such transitory conditions was generally more
difficult to satisfy than conditions resulting from more
standard test inputs, such as steps or ramps. As a final
verification, constant control stick displacements were applied,
as in commanding a new velocity, and the resultant open loop
pitch and stick force signals were observed and found to pro-




ANALYSIS AND COMPENSATION DESIGN FOR THE RIGOROUS SYSTEM
3.1 Introduction
Having achieved acceptable results from the simplified
systems described in the previous chapter, this chapter will
deal with the incorporation of actual helicopter performance
data. It will also discuss the difficulties encountered as a
result of these more realistic dynamics, and the adjustments
that were made to return the performance of the system to a
desirable level.
The most significant assumption made in Chapter II was
modelling the Pitch Attitude Control System (PACS) as a unity
transfer function. In reality, the PACS is of relatively high-
order after compensation of undesirable response modes are in-
cluded in the system. Typical PACS performance functions for
the CH-46C helicopter under study were found by Todd to be
eighth- to tenth-order systems, depending on the flight con-
ditions and the amount of pole- zero cancellation possible. An
appropriate ninth-order system was patched into the area rep-
resenting the PACS in the analog simulation, as shown in Figures
2.3 and 2.4. The commanded pitch angle (E ) is the input to
this PACS, the actual pitch angle (E) is the output, and the
closed-loop static sensitivity is unity.
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The second major assumption of Chapter II was relaxed by
modifying the idealized relationship between pitch angle and
forward velocity. The pure integration was replaced by a more
appropriate third-order transfer function, as determined by
the vehicle stability and control derivatives.
3.2 Incorporation of Actual Helicopter Dynamics
The PACS incorporated into the complete system is shown













Figure 3.1 Block Diagram of Pitch Attitude Control System
In this figure,
6 = longitudinal actuator displacement (inches)
e 3
K_,_. = bypass gain = 0.178 inch/degree
28
inch/second
Kj. = integral path gain = 0.050 degree
GFB = feedback compensation (lead- lag)
G
g
= servo and rotor transfer function.










s (p+14.3) (p+15.2) (3.2.2)
GH(6 E) = 17. 953(p+0. 0206) (p+0. 2915) degree
e, (p+0. 2654) (p+0. 8669) [p-0 . 0972± jO . 4175] inch
(3.2.3)
All system parameters and transfer functions are now realisti-
cally defined, and the complete linear and non-linear systems,
as shown in Figure 3.2, were ready for testing. When test
inputs similar to those of the previous chapter were applied
to the total system, the pitch response was stable, but object-
ionably oscillatory. This completely unacceptable response
was evident in both the non-linear and linear systems to approxi-
mately the same extent. Analysis of the linear system to de-
termine adequate compensation for the non-linear system was
therefore deemed feasible. By appropriate block diagram mani-
pulation, the system can be represented as a unity feedback









Figure 3.3 Modified Block Diagram for Linear Analysis
The quantity F
E
is a force directly proportional to the
pitch angle, E. Hence, the pitch response is proportional to
the pseudo- force, F
E . For this reason, the analysis and design






both of which embody the PACS , the XVCS , and por-
v i
tions of the control stick dynamics.
3.3 Systems Analysis and Design
To determine the cause of and the possible remedy for the
undesirable oscillations described above, a frequency-domain
analysis of the linear system was conducted. In closed-loop
form, the PACS was determined to be:
pArq 34040 (p+0. 0206) (p+0.2809) (p+0.2915) (p+20.0)
2
(p+0. 01757) (p+0. 2691) (p+0. 3824) [p+0 . 90 83± jl. 442]
X- [p+7.410±j7.6 29] [p+26.5 7±j9.12 7]
(3.3.1)
Closing the velocity loop around this PACS and including the
portion of the system preceeding the XVCS, with the parameter
31
values given in Chapter II, the open-loop transfer function
for Figure 3.3 was found to be:











X [p+0.4973±jl.315] [p+7.423±j7.644] [p+26 . 57± j9 . 129T
(3. 3.2)
The Bode diagram for the close-loop response from pilot
force to vehicle pitch attitude is shown in Figure 3.4 . For
reference, the closed- loop frequency response for the ideal
(PACS = 1) system is also plotted. These transfer functions,
as can be seen from Figure 3.3, are given simply by






That is, only a shift in the magnitude axis is needed to con-




From Figure 3.4 it is dramatically evident that the uniform
response over the bandwidth of interest in the ideal case is
sorely lacking in the more rigorously-defined system. To in-
vestigate the problem further and to determine what type of
compensation was needed, a Nichols Chart was employed (Figure 3.5)
This substantiated the fact that the gain of the system was
acceptable, yet showed clearly that considerable phase lead
was necessary in order to juxtapose the characteristics of the






























Since pitch rate is a readily available signal, both in the
actual helicopter and in the simulations, rate compensation was
selected as the means of providing the system with lead. This
will result in providing force-feel characteristics to the
pilot which are proportional to pitch rate as well as pitch
attitude. But such a cue is justified by Oakes 7
, who found
pitch rate to be a meaningful feedback quantity to the pilot
in helicopter feel- augmentation systems. The unity feedback






To find an appropriate value of x a design procedure
8 9developed by Rediess and modified by Palsson was employed.
This technique, using an iterative digital computer program,
determines the optimum value of a selected design parameter
in the system under study. This value provides the subject
system with response characteristics most nearly duplicating
those of a specified model system. In this case, the ideal
system was used as the model, and t was the free design para-
meter. Considerable improvement in the system response was
achieved with the rate compensation selected by the design
program (t = 0.532), but further refinement still seemed pos-
sible.
In view of the fact that this synthesis procedure will
35
treat more than one free parameter, the static sensitivity re-
lating the pitch quantities to spring stiffness (S, ) was also
considered. This parameter was added to the optimization
scheme for several reasons. As outlined in Chapter II, S, was
selected somewhat sub jectively ,and was applicable to the linear
and non-linear systems when the PACS was idealized. With ac-
tual helicopter dynamics incorporated, a different value of S,
would appear in order. Further, S, is now working on a different
signal (E + t
c
E vice E alone) . And finally, S, is one of the
main keys to the successful operation of the system since it
plays an important role in fixing the magnitude of the force
feedback cue to the pilot.
The design process ultimately led to the optimum parameter
values of:







Modifying the system to reflect these new values, the closed-
loop Bode diagram was altered considerably (Figure 3.6). A
very close match with the gain of the model system was attained,
and the phase angles were within acceptable limits, except at
frequencies outside the bandwidth of interest.
3.4 Time Response of the Compensated System




simulation, the compensated system was ready for final testing.
As before, the primary inputs were programmed forces applied
by the pilot (F ) . These were in the form of steps, ramps,
truncated ramps, and shaped pulses. Some open-loop testing
with step inputs of control stick displacement was also under-
taken to verify the correlation between the force feedback and
the vehicle's pitch attitude and pitch rate. All such tests
resulted in well-damped time responses which were qualitatively
as predicted and anticipated.
Shaped pulses of pilot-force provided the most troublesome
compensation task, in that their uncompensated response was
the most oscillatory. Applying the specified pitch rate
compensation, however, resulted in a substantial improvement
in system performance. The time responses to a typical test
input for both the linear and non-linear systems are shown in
Figures 3.7 and 3. 8, respectively . In each case, the responses
before and after compensation are plotted.
The system was now operating satisfactorily for all inputs,
but the limited capability of the analog simulation (48 oper-
ational amplifiers, including 16 integrators) had been reached.
Further, several artificialities of the simulation and test pro-
cedure, as outlined in the succeeding chapter, could not be cir-
cumvented. It was clearly time to move to the next phase of












































EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS FOR THE FIXED-BASE TEST INSTALLATION
4.1 Introduction
Encouraged by the modest successes of the simulation de-
scribed in the previous chapters, it was evident that the time
had arrived to move to a more sophisticated test installation.
The analog simulation provided a launching point for analytic
study and design, as well as limited real-time testing of the
results of such theoretical work, but two major shortcomings
of that simulation could not be denied. The first of these
was the absence of the pilot in the loop. The primary purpose
of this work is to improve vehicle handling qualities by pro-
viding attitude cues to the pilot through the control stick.
Without the pilot to interpret these force-feedback cues, they
are of little help.
Secondly, no method of updating the vehicle equations of
motion was available. Variations in airspeed often result in
significant changes in the coefficients of these equations.
But in the simulation, these coefficients are translated into
gain and potentiometer requirements which remain fixed during
a test run. All velocity-dependent parameters and transfer
functions in Chapters II and III represented the hover flight
condition. It was for this flight condition that analysis and
41
testing were primarily conducted, but occasional stability and
performance checks were undertaken at 40 knots and 90 knots,
using root locus and analog techniques.
To overcome these two major deficiencies, a hybrid (digital/
analog) simulation of a tandem-rotor helicopter in conjunction
with a fixed-base cockpit was employed. Although both longi-
tudinal and lateral dynamics were available, only the former
were controlled and displayed. Implicit in such an arrangement
is the conventional assumption that there is no cross-coupling
between these two modes. To insure completeness and accuracy
of the longitudinal response, the effects of vertical motion,
as influenced through an Altitude Control System, were included.
The overall system, however, remained essentially as shown
earlier in Figure 3.2. Typical longitudinal responses in the
hybrid system to step control-stick displacements at various
airspeeds are shown in Figure 4.1.
4.2 Major Components
The test installation consisted of three major subsystems:
a PACE 2 31-R analog computer, a Honeywell DDP-12 4 digital com-
puter, and a fixed-base cockpit arrangement. There were no
direct ties between the DDP-124 and the cockpit controllers and
displays. All such input/output signals were linked through
the PACE. The PACE also handled the high frequency transfer

























































the Euler angle computations.
All other computations were performed digitally at a
sampling interval of 50 milliseconds. Thus, the DDP-12 4 con-
tained all necessary programming and logic for the flight
control system, aerodynamic forces, stability derivative gener-
ation, gravity computations, trim computations, inertial cross-
coupling effects, and cockpit display and controller signals.
A schematic representation of the system and its interfaces
is depicted in Figure 4.2. In total, there are 51 digital-to-
analog (D/A) and 32 analog-to-digital (A/D) channels available.
Virtually all D/A and approximately half of the A/D channels
are employed in the simulation, the exact number depending on
the particular testing requirements.
The fixed-base cockpit simulator was a mock helicopter
cockpit, containing all essential instruments and controls for
effective "flight". A conventional flight deck seat provides
the pilot with a 29 inch eye-to-display separation. The in-
strument panel contained nine indicators and an oscilloscope
display of north-south and east-west grid lines. These grid
lines moved as a function of ground speed, and provided the
pilot with a conceptual "picture" of the ground passing under
the vehicle.
In addition to the scope, the only instruments used in
the tests described in the following chapters were a Sperry



































velocity indicator, a vertical speed indicator, and an alti-
meter. The non-standard velocity indicator was designed speci-
fically for this test installation. It consists of a #1 needle
which shows commanded velocity (a function of control stick
displacement) and a #2 needle which indicates actual velocity.
The programmable control stick was mounted at the forward end
of the pilot's armrest. Rudder pedals and a collective pitch
control (or a direct vertical speed control) were also available,
but were not used.
4.3 The Experimental Two-Axis Controller
The pilot's experimental two-axis controller was mounted
at the forward end of the right armrest, and it could be de-
flected to its extreme limits in all directions without exces-
sive effort or unnatural motion of the arm, wrist or hand. The
control stick provided the inputs to both the longitudinal and
lateral velocity control systems, but only the longitudinal
system (XVCS) was employed in the present work. This axis of
the controller is designed to provide the following features:
1. Variable centering force gradient (spring stiffness)
2. Variable viscous damping
3. Variable pre-load (dead-band)
4. Force trim by relocation of the zero-force position
5. Automatic realignment of the zero-force position to
the zero command signal position.
The variable quantities are also programmable, and it was
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the programming of the spring stiffness that was undertaken
in this work. A summary of the somewhat reduced limits (due





Maximum Force (pounds) 13.33
Total Travel (arc-inches, measured
at middle finger detent on hand-
grip) +4.0, -2.0
Spring Stiffness (pounds/inch) 0.572 to 3.333
DamPin9 'inKcond ' °- 172 to 10 -°
Pre-load (pounds) 0.0 5 to 3.0
The handgrip of the controller is conventional and similar
to that found on most stick-controlled aircraft, except that it
was mounted on the output member of a position servo. As the
pilot applied a force, a strain gauge force transducer in the
handgrip produced an electrical signal proportional to the ap-
plied force. This signal then commanded the position servo to
displace the base of the handgrip in proportion to the force
exerted by the pilot (See Figure 4.3). This resulted in a re-
action similar to that which would be provided by a conventional
spring-centered stick. Note that K ± of Figure 4.3 is
inversely

















and the dead-band by D, and D~ . The dead-
band limits were set at a low value and not varied during the
test. K, was under program control to provide spring stiffness
proportional to pitch attitude and pitch rate, as specified in
Section 3. 3. K„ had to be varied with K, in order to maintain
a constant value of viscous damping. Greater detail on the
programming of these parameters appears in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER V




To evaluate the performance of the modified flight con-
trol system with the pilot in the loop, two general test
categories were proposed. The first of these was a series of
attitude control tasks. This sequence of tests was designed
to determine whether the attitude-related feedback cues en-
hanced vehicle handling qualities for attitude-oriented man-
euvers. The second set of tests involved velocity-tracking
tasks. These tests were conducted to assess whether any
degradation of the primary purpose of the overall system --
velocity control -- had occurred. All such tests were run
using fixed as well as programmable control stick feel charac-
teristics to provide a basis for comparison. After completing
lengthy preparations, a considerable quantity of data was col-
lected from these tests and reduced to evaluate the merits of
the proposed control stick characteristics.
5.2 Engineering Preparations for the Simulator Tests
To modify the existing simulation of the CH-46C helicopter
and to make provisions for all data recording and monitoring
requirements, numerous changes and additions had to be made
to the digital and analog systems and to the cockpit mock-up
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hardware. The most extensive modifications involved the writ-
ing, inputting and testing of digital programs to generate
the appropriate control stick characteristics, to furnish a
random tracking signal, to insure compatability of the re-
cording equipment with the signals to be recorded, and to com-
pute the statistics of selected quantities.
As determined in Chapters II and III, the program govern-
ing the control stick dynamics had to generate a spring stiffness
given by:
k = k + S, (E+t E) [sign(P )] ?OU?
d
o k c 3 x' J inch
= 0.25 - 0.0664(E+1.41E) [sign(P )] ,_ _ ,.
where E and E are in degrees and degrees/second, respectively.
This value of k was computed digitally, but was limited due to
control stick restrictions, with a lower bound of 0.572 and an
upper bound of 3.333 pounds/inch (See Table I). To maintain
the specified constant stick damping also required a variable
input to one of the control stick servomechanism devices, be-
cause K_ of Figure 4.3 governs the time constant of the control
stick (x ). This parameter is defined as:
cs
_
c . 778 , /c n n
\
t = t- = —r— seconds (5.2.2)CS K. K,
To successfully negotiate the interface from the digital
computer through the analog system to the controller required
the generation of voltages for k and x in compliance with
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calibration curves for the hardware. This presented no prob-
lems in that both curves were linear in j- . The variable
control stick mechanisms, however, would not accept non-negative
voltages and were limited in their maximum input voltages. These
constraints established the limits on certain control stick
characteristics shown earlier in Table I. The problems im-
posed by these limits are discussed later in this chapter.
To provide a record of each test run and a basis for sta-
tistical study of the results of these runs, numerous quantities
were recorded on two 8-track Brush recorders operating together
synchronously. The statistical content (mean, mean-square and
variance) of selected signals was also computed concurrently
with each run and stored in computer memory for retrieval at
the completion of each task. A third source of data was gener-
ated from controlled counters which would increment whenever a
particular signal was within a specified tolerance band. These
counters were normalized with respect to real test time, to pro-
vide the fraction of time that the signals were within the
specified limits.
Among the 16 signals recorded graphically were the control
stick displacement, spring stiffness, pilot-applied force, pitch
angle, pitch error (for attitude control tasks only), velocity,
commanded velocity and velocity error (for velocity tracking
tasks only), pitch rate, certain statistical properties, and
signals indicating the modes of operation and testing employed.
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Statistics were generated on the pitch angle error or velocity
error (as appropriate to the nature of the task) and pitch
rate. The controlled counters generally operated on the same
quantities.
Prior to each test run, extensive cockpit checkouts and
system static tests were undertaken. These procedures were
employed to insure that all components were properly function-
ing and that all instruments were accurately calibrated. In-
termediate calibration checks were also performed during the
testing periods to suppress any possible drift of the instru-
ments.
The sequence and duration of the test runs were also
carefully controlled and monitored to insure that the results
were unbiased by the experimental procedure. These consider-
ations involved the providing of adequate practice time for
the pilot to reach a plateau on his learning curve before the
tests were begun, and to terminate testing if fatigue effects
were encountered. Additionally, the tests were given in random
order to prevent a memorized response to a frequently-repeated
task.
5.3 Attitude Control Tests
As was shown in earlier chapters, the velocity control
system under study contains a Pitch Attitude Control System
(PACS) as an inner loop. The PACS was designed to provide
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optimum velocity (outer loop) performance, but when the pilot
is confronted with an attitude control task, difficulties may
be encountered. To assess the value of spring stiffness pro-
portional to pitch and pitch rate in circumventing these
problems and enhancing vehicle handling qualities, a series of
attitude control tests was conducted. These tests consisted
of five distinct tasks, wherein the vehicle was to be acceler-
ated or decelerated while attempting to maintain a constant
specified pitch attitude. All phases of these tasks were well
within the flight envelope of the vehicle. Noting that for
hover the trimmed flight pitch angle is approximately +10°,
these tasks were:
Task 1: Accelerate, hover to 40 knots, at +5° pitch.
Task 2: Accelerate, hover to 60 knots, at 0° pitch.
Task 3: Accelerate, hover to 85 knots, at -5° pitch.
Task 4: Decelerate, 90 knots to 10 knots, at +20° pitch.
Task 5: Decelerate, 60 knots to hover, at +15° pitch.
Statistics were computed on the pitch angle error (E )
and the pitch rate (E) . These statistics included the mean,
mean-square and variance of each quantity, with data updated
at a sampling interval of 50 milliseconds. The primary per-
formance criteria for these tasks was the mean-square pitching
error (E 2 ). The use of such a quantitative performance meas-
ure is justified by Obermayer , who concluded that an exper-
ienced pilot's action, when attempting to minimize tracking
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errors, "is tantamount to minimizing mean-square error". The
mean-square pitch rate (E 2 ) provides a measure of the inner
loop response and the smoothness with which the vehicle was
flown during the test. As an additional performance indicator,
the controlled counters were programmed to record the fraction
of test time that the magnitude of the pitch error was less
than one degree
.
To combat the potentially misleading effects of the large
initial pitch errors at the beginning of each run (e.g., 15°
for Task 3) , statistical data collection was not commenced
until the vehicle velocity had become, for Tasks 1 through 5:
5, 5, 10, 80, and 50 knots, respectively. This was accomplish-
ed with the aid of a recording assistant, who observed vehicle
velocity on a digital voltmeter and engaged the statistical
program and controlled counters when the specified velocity
was reached. He likewise terminated the data collection when
the final velocity for the task was achieved. Briefly delay-
ing the initiation of the statistics program allowed sufficient
time for the vehicle to approach the desired attitude, but did
not eliminate the transient overshoots or undershoots, which
could be significant in the evaluation of the effectiveness
of the force feedback cues.
After sufficient pilot practice, the tasks were flown in
random order, using both the "nominal stick" (k=0.9 73 ?nch )
and the "programmed stick" (k given by Equation 5.2.1). The
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tasks were conducted over several testing periods, and in-
cluded a minimum of five and a maximum of twelve data runs
for each task with each stick. A total of 72 data runs were
made for this sequence of attitude control tests.
The pitch angle errors for a typical run is shown in










Figure 5.1 Typical Pitch Errors for an
Attitude Control Task
stick is quite evident from these error traces, and pilot op-
inion substantiated this qualitative impression. The quanti-
tative results are compiled in Table II. The percent improve-
ment is defined as the difference in the means divided by the
mean for the nominal stick. The statistical significance in
the last column of this Table may be interpreted as the prob-
ability that a decrease (or increase) in the means is actually
due to improved system performance, as opposed to chance
sampling. A more detailed explanation of the statistical an-
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Appendix B. These quantitative results indicate a substantial
and meaningful improvement in attitude control performance
when using programmable control stick dynamics. A complete
discussion of these and other results is given in Section 5.6.
5.4 Velocity Tracking Tests
The use of force feedback cues to the pilot proportional
to pitch and pitch rate had shown a successful enhancement of
vehicle handling qualities for attitude maneuvers. To be of
value in the overall system, however, these variable control
stick dynamics must not affect velocity control adversely.
Any such degradation in the primary function of the control
system would detract from, if not completely negate, the use-
ful qualities of the programmed stick.
To evaluate the effect of attitude-dependent control stick
dynamics on a velocity-oriented task, a velocity command sig-
nal was generated for the pilot to track. This random signal
was synthesized from filtered white noise, and a 2.25 minute
record of this signal was stored in the digital computer. A
program would then retrieve this signal, reading it forward
and then backward cyclically. This resulted in a continuous
tracking signal with a period of 4.5 minutes. This signal
was scaled to cover a velocity range of -8 to +75 knots, and
was furnished as an input to the #1 needle of the non-standard
airspeed indicator (discussed in Chapter IV)
.
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The pilot's task was to minimize the tracking error.
This error was displayed to the pilot as the difference be-
tween the #1 and #2 needles, where the latter indicated the
actual velocity of the vehicle. Statistics were computed
on the velocity error signal (V ) and the pitch rate, with
the mean-square velocity error (V7") being the primary per-
formance indicator. The controlled counters were incremented
whenever the magnitude of the velocity error was less than
five feet/second (2.96 knots).
The rather surprising results for twelve data runs of
this difficult tracking task are shown in Table III. Not
only was there no degradation of velocity control performance
,
but mean-square error criteria indicated a slight, yet sta-
tistically significant, improvement when using the program-
mable controller.
This task was found to be difficult and taxing on the
pilot in that the problem was basically one of chasing a
randomly moving needle. The struggle to keep up with and
prevent overshooting this needle was further compounded by
the considerable lag in the velocity response of the helicopter,
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TABLE III
RESULTS OF VELOCITY TRACKING TESTS
Test
Mean of Q uantity
Percent StatisticalNominal Programmed






















To determine the relative influence of pitch and pitch
rate feedback cues to the pilot in an attitude control task,
several other formulations for the spring stiffness were in-
vestigated. In each case, k was a function of either pitch
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or pitch rate, but not both. The expressions for spring
stiffness implemented in the computer for testing were:
k
1 =







= 0.572 -0.125 (1.41 E) [sign (P )] (5.5.2)
k
3
= 0.973 -0.0664 (1.41 E) [sign (P )
]
(5.5.3)
In the first two equations, the constant value (0.5 72) was
selected because it was the hardware limitation on the mini-
mum value of spring stiffness (See Table I). This value, which
was larger than that programmed in the computer for the pre-
vious tests (See Equation 5.2.1) was used to prevent the
"masking" of k variations when E or E was small. S, was alsok
increased in magnitude to -0.125 to account for the elimin-
ation of the influence of E or E on k. In Equation (5.5.3),
the constant value (0.9 73) chosen was the nominal value of
spring stiffness used in earlier tests. Variations about this
nominal value were a function of the vehicle pitch rate, using
the optimal coefficients found in Chapter III.
Five runs of Task 5, as defined in Section 5.3, were
conducted with each of these new control stick stiffness re-
lationships. Using mean-square pitch error as a performance
measure, and the nominal stick value for the mean of 1J
(4.6 3 degrees 2 ) as a reference, the results of these tests
are given in Table IV. Even these somewhat subjectively-
chosen relations for the spring stiffness showed considerable
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and significant improvement. Most encouraging were the
TABLE IV
RESULTS USING SUB-OPTIMAL SPRING STIFFNESS
Spring
Stiffness




















results based on the formulation for k.,. Its performance
nearly matched that of the optimally programmed controller
for this task. A complete discussion of the results of all
tests described in the last three sections is given in the
following section.
5.6 Discussion of Results
The qualitative results of the tests described in Sec-
tions 5.3 through 5.5, based primarily on pilot opinion of
the programmable control stick characteristics and visual
observation of the graphical test records, were strongly in
favor of the attitude-related feedback cues. Extensive
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quantitative results in the form of statistical data verified
this substantial improvement in system performance when using
a control stick with such force-feel characteristics, both in
an attitude-control and a velocity-control environment.
The "feel" of the control stick, in the opinion of the
operator, did provide a significant and discernable attitude
cue. But the otherwise enthusiastic response of the pilot
for the programmed stick was tempered with one reservation,
which evolved from a hardware restriction. The lower limit
on the available spring stiffness (0.572 Pou^d ) resulted ininch
occasional discontinuities in that parameter. Generally
these discontinuities were not perceptible to the operator,
but for rapid pitching oscillations around the trimmed at-
titude, they were disconcerting. The stick would tend to
surge under such conditions , but there was no difficulty in
overpowering the control stick, if need be, although the best
solution was generally found to be easing the force on the
stick slightly. This surging condition was not encountered
under normal (relatively smooth) pitching motions. It is
felt that any such distracting jerkiness in the control stick
encountered in an actual airborne vehicle would be inconseq-
uential compared to the total pilot discomfort resulting from
the violent motion involved.
Very little acclimation time was needed by the pilot to
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garner useful information from the variable control stick
dynamics. In the attitude control tasks, these cues were
extremely helpful both in setting and maintaining the de-
sired attitude. The pitch rate cue seemed particularly
effective in this regard, as any deviation from the desired
attitude could immediately be felt in the control stick as
an easing or increasing of pressure on the operator's hand.
The natural and desired reflex on behalf of the pilot was
to position the stick in such a way as to restore the con-
stant force.
This pitch cue from the controller was often detected
before the motion was noticed on the gyro horizon, which
explains, in part, the improved performance of the programmed
stick over the nominal stick. With the nominal stick, the
pilot had to depend on the coarsely-graduated gyro horizon
for all attitude information. This would tend to indicate
the potential for an even more substantial improvement in
system performance in an actual helicopter, where pilot at-
tention cannot be focussed on only one instrument. Any
additional information, such as an attitude cue from the
force-feel characteristics of the control stick, could be of
considerable value in the safe and efficient flight of the
vehicle.
The sub-optimal formulations of control stick stiffness
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given by Equations (5.5.1) through (5.5.3) gave some indi-
cation of the relative merits of pitch versus pitch rate
feedback. The first formulation, which had no rate feed-
back, eliminated the surging problem described above, but
also diminished the attitude cue to the point that it was
not discernable, except possibly subliminally . The second
formulation, a function of rate feedback only, provided
meaningful attitude cues, but was even more sensitive with
regard to surging, due to the larger coefficient of the pitch
rate term. The final formulation (5.5.3) provided dynamic
characteristics which were, according to pilot opinion, as
good as those of the optimally programmed controller. Due to
the larger constant value, the lower limit on controller
stiffness was infrequently reached, eliminating the tendency
to surge. Only with the most rapid stick oscillations was
this undesirable discontinuity encountered.
The quantitative results of the tests are shown in Tables
II through IV. Using mean-square error criteria, the program-
mable control stick clearly improved vehicle handling qualities,
particularly with regard to attitude control tasks. The most
dramatic improvement was observed for the deceleration man-
euvers (Attitude Control Tasks 4 and 5) . This might indicate
that the system could be particularly useful in making land-
ing approaches or slowing to hover. The data from the con-
trolled counters substantiated the mean-square error findings.
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An even greater indication of the merits of the attitude
dependent control stick characteristics was found through
further analysis of the tabulated results. The statistical
significance of the improvement, as described earlier, merely
gives the probability that some improvement is evident, but
it does not indicate how much. For a given confidence level,
however, the minimum amount of improvement can be computed.
This was done for the mean-square error criteria of Attitude
Control Tasks 2 through 5. With a probability of 0.99, the
following minimum improvements using the programmed stick
could be expected:
Task 2. Minimum Improvement: 31.7%
Task 3. Minimum Improvement: 12.5%
Task 4. Minimum Improvement: 35.4%
Task 5. Minimum Improvement: 5 3.1%
This further verified the improved system performance using
programmable stick force characteristics, particularly for
the deceleration maneuvers. The least significant improvement
(Task 1) , was also the task with the minimum pitch angle ex-
cursion (=5°) from initial conditions to the target attitude.
In such a task, the potential of the programmable dynamics
was not fully exploited.
A final performance measure was the mean-square pitch
rate. This indicator of inner loop response provided a clue
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to the smoothness with which the test vehicle was flown. The
statistics for this criteria followed the same general trend
as the error signals and the controlled counters. This is
in consonance with the generally-accepted maxim that the
smoother a vehicle is flown, the easier it is to control.






The results of the fixed-base simulator tests of Chapter
V clearly indicated a substantial and significant improvement
in vehicle handling qualities using the optimal control stick
characteristics derived in Chapters II and III. Undesirable
pitching motions and mean-square pitching errors for attitude
control tasks were reduced by 43 to 76 percent. The most
dramatic improvement in performance occurred in deceleration
tasks. This indicates that the use of programmable control
stick force-feel characteristics may be of particular value
to the pilot in making approaches to landings or slowing to
hover.
The use of attitude-dependent feedback cues had no ad-
verse effect on the primary purpose of the control system--
velocity control. Indeed, performance was also improved in
this realm of maneuvering flight. Despite the rather demanding
nature of the longitudinal control tasks undertaken, the over-
all trend was to a much smoother "flight". This leads one
to conclude that more precise vehicle control could also be
achieved in less difficult tasks. Superficial tests of sev-
eral sub-optimal formulations for the programmed control stick
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stiffness also showed meaningful improvement in system per-
formance. This further attests to the feasibility of using
attitude cues to the pilot through programmed control stick
characteristics to improve vehicle handling qualities.
The linearization method used in the analysis of the
system has been validated by simulation tests of the complete
system.
6.2 Recommendations
Despite the promising potential of the programmable con-
troller, it should not yet be heralded as the panacea for VTOL
handling problems. The results obtained in this work were
achieved under carefully controlled experimental conditions.
The inherent vibrational environment in a helicopter may re-
quire adjustments in the magnitude, or partially negate the
effectiveness, of the attitude feedback cues. On the other
hand, the heavier control burden on the pilot in an airborne
vehicle, due to numerous side tasks and other in-flight con-
siderations, makes him generally receptive to any source of
additional control assistance. Consequently, the programmable
control stick may prove to be even more beneficial under such
conditions than it has been in the relatively ideal laboratory
surroundings.
To properly evaluate the effectiveness of attitude-
dependent controller characteristics, it is therefore
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recommended that a test flight program in the actual vehicle
be implemented and conducted. Should such a flight test
support the value of the controller, an investigation of the
lateral degrees of freedom is proposed. The more complicated
dynamics of this mode and the coupling effects between the
longitudinal and lateral modes suggest a potential for con-
siderable handling quality improvement by programming the
lateral stick stiffness as a function of roll and roll rate.
This system should likewise be evaluated through flight testing
in the actual vehicle.
Further simulator tests would also appear fruitful. The
effects of random disturbances—wind gusts, for instance-
would be a valuable contribution. More sophisticated and
realistic flight conditions could also be probed, such as ILS
approaches or tactical maneuvers.
Other formulations for the spring stiffness might also be
investigated. The expression given by Equation (5.5.3) showed
great promise despite its limited testing. Another alternative
would consider the programming of control stick force as a
function of attitude quantities. This would eliminate some




THE INTERFACE WITH AN ACTIVE ENGINEERING GROUP
The preliminary work on this thesis involved literature
searches and theoretical analysis of the embryonic system,
including compensation design and parameter optimization.
Analog simulation was used to verify the findings of this
analytic work, but the system soon grew beyond the capabili-
ties of the analog computer.
At the onset of this work, however, the possibility, but
not the assurance, of using a sophisticated fixed-base test
installation to complete the critical pilot/vehicle interface
was recognized. This test installation was under the project
control and heavy use of an active engineering group conduct-
ing research in fields from which this thesis evolved. To
secure the use of this test facility, the first step was an
oral presentation, to the group, of the rather promising re-
sults from the analog simulation and the proposed use of their
equipment for further testing.
Having successfully passed this first hurdle, the next
pursuit was to develop a detailed test plan listing all hard-
ware, software and manpower requirements, including the as-
signment of priorities for individual tasks. Several confer-
ences with group and section leaders led to the ultimate
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acceptance of this test plan after a few minor revisions.
The scheduling of this testing proved to be one of the
more difficult phases of this operation. Not only did the
time for this research have to be integrated into the schedule
of group work, both manpower- and equipment-wise, but it
had to take into account the academic program of the author.
A further constraint was the required presence of a group
engineer for technical assistance and as a safety monitor dur-
ing use of the test installation. These considerations, as
well as hardware difficulties and several pre-emptive needs
of the group, resulted in substantial delays before prepara-
tions for the test program could get underway.
The pre-testing preparations were most educational and
enlightening. Not only was considerable experience logged
in machine- language computer programming and debugging, but
an insight into the meticulous documentation and check-out
procedures involved in engineering work was gained. The in-
explicably fickle nature of "on-again, off-again" hardware
items was also observed. The actual test sessions, however,
generally ran smoothly and efficiently.
By strict adherence to the test plan, all necessary
system testing and evaluation was completed in the allotted
time. Some additional time was made available, and prelimin-
ary investigations on several lower-priority tasks were
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undertaken. The approaching thesis deadline date and a
high-priority group assignment, however, resulted in the
ultimate termination of experimental work.
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APPENDIX B
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TEST RESULTS
The quantitative test results of Chapter V were based on
the statistical analysis of various test quantities. This
analysis was conducted by using established procedures which
may be found in any standard textbook treating the engineering
applications of statistical methods .






where N is the number of measurements taken. For two sets of
measurements, some comparison of the means is often considered,
such as the columns labelled "Percent Improvement" in Tables
II, III and IV of the text.
The question in point is how much significance, if any,
can be attached to the difference between the two means. This
difference is a random variable with standard statistical
properties, and by assuming normal probability distributions,
a "t" value may be computed. A standard t-table can then be
entered to determine the significance of this difference in
the means. This significance is a function not only of the
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difference in the means, but also of the respective number of
data points from each sample set and the dispersion of these






















The remaining argument needed to enter the t-table is the






For example, consider the following test samples:
Sample 1 (N., = 7) Sample 2 (N 2=8)
7.99 6.63 1.94 0.73
3.14 9.46 1.12 1.20
3.42 4.32 1.24 1.46
6.65 3.13 1.12
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By applying Equation (B.l), the means are
X = ii^fil- 5.94 x^-ii^i-1.49











(1.713) (0.517) = 5.025
d.f. = 13
The t-table is then entered:
Statistical Significance























A value of t greater than 2.650 indicates a statistical sig-
nificance of greater than 0.99. In fact, the value of 5.025
corresponds to a significance on the order of 0.9999.
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To carry the analysis a step further, a minimum decrease
(or increase) in the mean (A) can be computed for a speci-










and solving for A yields a value of 2.10 3 as the minimum de-
crease in the means. This can then be translated into a
minimum improvement of (100) = 35.4%.
X.
The above calculations were based on the actual mean-
square pitch error data in Attitude Control Task #4 (See
Section 5.3). Sample 1 was from the nominal stick and Sample
2 was from the programmed stick. The difference in the means,
and the corresponding improvement in performance, was clearly
not due to random sampling. Since the only experimental
variable between the sets of data was the different controller
characteristics, the conclusion is drawn that the improved
system performance was a result of the programmed force-feel
characteristics in the control stick.
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